SETTINGS AND USES

ESTANTERÍAS RECORD
Identity
Estanterías Record S.L is a company devoted to design, manufacture and installation of storage solutions
for more than 40 years. Our product range includes, from light duty racks for basic requirements to
large and complex systems, responding to any logistic issue.
Our projects are developed by a skilled and qualified team of professionals, who make use of the
most productive technological platforms, considering current regulation and control standards about
design and calculation methodology. Costumers can be absolutely confident that our products meet
the most rigorous requirements relating to security, safety and technical solvency, eventually, our
costumer can be confident that our systems fulfill any institutional requirement.
Every storage solution must be assessed efficiently in order to save resources and reduce costs. In this
sense, our brand presents a vast portfolio of consultancy services, after-sale support, maintenance
and inspection, to provide the highest quality and security for each one of our storage systems
One of our added values is our concern over each particular project. We study every case with each
specific challenge and requirement as a mean to reach maximum efficacy and adaptability of our
solutions to obtain the costumer´s total satisfaction.
This document shows a general view of the regular applications and uses that respond to the most
common needs or requests. Don´t hesitate to contact us to get further information.
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CONVENTIONAL PALLET RACKING

COMPACT DRIVE IN PALLET RACKING

PALLET RACKING WITH PICKING LEVELS

MEZZANINE OVER PALLET RACK

This system provides the most effective solution for the storage of heavy duty
in pallets due to the low installation and maintenance costs, its resistance,
great versatility and adaptability to any type of duty, no matter its size or
weight. Access to each unit is direct and selective, enabling an intense stock
flow and optimizing the warehouse costs management.

The perfect system if prioritizes capacity and space management rather than
rapidity and selective handling. On having done without corridors, the use
of space is maximal, becoming the best option for homogenous merchandise,
with a moderate turnover and a low grade of obsolescence providing logistic
control and a systematic monitoring of the traffic flows.

Mixed storage system, suitable solution when is necessary to combine pallet
and handling goods management. Structure´s lower levels are designed for
manual picking activities. Top shelves are set up to keep palletized stock
reserves. The major benefits are flexibility of use and perfect adjustment to
different types of merchandise.

Over pallet rack is provided a passable, diaphanous floor in order to increase
useful surface to store merchandise and make the available room height
longer. There is a wide range of useful options: install racks for not palletized
merchandise, enable stock reserves control, place irregular duty or those
materials which are not possible to locate in other shelves.
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Specific applications
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Manual storage
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MEZZANINE FLOOR

CANTILEVER RACKING

REEL-HOLDER RACK

CONVENTIONAL PICKING RACK

The structure is built by at least one raised passable area and connected to each
other by access ladders. It provides maximum utilization of the warehouse
height, setting additional levels aimed to allocate offices or to store goods,
merchandise etc. It is not required to pin it to any existing structural element
and is absolutely removable and reconfigurable.

This type of rack is suitable for the storage of high length elements as
tubes, pipes, wooden or metallic sheets among other items. The structural
elements and the assembly system is designed to guarantee an outstanding
performance regardless conditions or use; for every size, format or weight of
the merchandise.

This solution is specifically suitable to locate products with cylindrical body
with central axis, as coils, cable reel, plastic tube, paper, etc. Due to its physical
properties, the system allows an organized and accessible duty distribution,
a convenient and safe merchandise handling and a flexible answer to any
relocation necessity.

Is the most versatile option for handling products storage management
with many references and diversified picking. The system considers a wide
range of accessories and settings, what makes it suitable for a great variety
of merchandise and logistics purposes. It allows an accurate inventory,
maximizing the warehouse possibilities with a controlled investment.
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PICKING RACK OVER FLOOR

MEZZANINE OVER PICKING

HANGING RACK

TYRE RACKS

To maximize spare height, picking racks may be risen as much as necessary,
implementing a one or two floors crossable composition supported by its own
structure, conveys through ladders conveniently located according to safety
and accessibility requirements. The aim of the storage system is to achieve the
greatest performance, utility and capability.

Over a racking system for picking, a crossable roof is enabled with the same
surface size than the facility that holds it and which could be appropriate
for multiple uses: Store goods with different and irregular sizes and shapes
either bulk or in containers, put up other shelves, lockers or any other kind of
equipment.

This composition is specifically suited to solve any storage problem related
to picking and handling clothes hooked in hangers. Design and constructive
procedure turn out appropriate when users are chasing high productivity,
flexibility and space saving, in the meantime a careful handling and an
effective and clean product disposal.

Based on the versatility of the picking racking system, providing individual
settings to storage efficiently tires and wheels. The simplicity and functionality
of this concept grant the most useful and economical solution for this particular
need.
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BRICORD RACK

LIGHT DUTY RACKS | MODULAR KITS

BOOKCASES

LOCKERS

It is the most appropriate solution for picking storage, whereby duty needs
are less demanding. Its clear design and a horizontal elements fixing system,
without screws gives a neat and tidy appearance to the elements that fits
perfectly in environments that require a cleaner look. Duty levels are available
in two different setting depending on the required bearing capacity.

It is the most economical and convenient option for any application, either
for industry, commerce or domestic usage. There is a wide range of fittings,
very easy to assembly, many possible settings and perfect adjustment, become
suitable to satisfy any storage needs. Its reliability and design have been clearly
proven by a large lifecycle and its presence in the market.

Designed and focused on documentation storage, is also suitable for some
other uses which require shelves with an excellent appearance that exhibit a
careful completion, high quality materials and at the same time and to have a
huge capacity and flexibility. The racks fixing system allows shelf adjustment
at the desired height in order to locate different measurement goods.

As additional elements in storage solutions catalogue we offer a wide range of
lockers and benches for changing rooms. Those items have a great durability,
high quality and a compact design. Its modular parts are able to install, safe and
easily, without screws or any tool necessary allows a broad of configurations
that adapt the product to any area or environment.
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SINcord BASIC

SINcord PLUS+

This is a development of classic grooved racks using load levels fitted with
shelves and beams that interlock with the vertical sections without the need
for screws. The unit as a whole has a sober appearance and is versatile and more
resistant; it is suitable for a variety of light and medium load requirements.
To make it more usable and commercially accessible, it is also supplied as a
modular kit.

Our screwless range also includes this collection of racks designed to cover
professional and industrial medium-load requirements thanks to their bearing
capacity, wide variety of accessories and the optional modular extension in
length and height using elevated corridors or mezzanines. It is a balanced
solution thanks to its extensive functionality, efficient design and reduced cost.

Screwless
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Screwless

